The surfaces produced are not accurately spherical (2) x = (PP + QQ ) a -(PQ Q -P Q) d (9) y=(PQ -P Q)q+(PP +QQ -l)d
Equations (9) 2. It will be assumed that x of the coordinate system indicated in Figure 1 is equal to nd. Reference to the first of equations (2) will indicate the approximation involved. 4. In the quantity (4p + 3d), which will occur, it will be assumed that p can be replaced by r+60.
i The approximation of assumption 2 is applied successively to two nearly equal quantities, and only the difference between these two quantities is of importance in the following discussion. The approximation is therefore much closer than may at first appear. This is also true of the approximation of assumption 3.
If n x d is the radius of the tool to be turned, the radius of curva- 
